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This is not a complete detailed walkthrough (see the walkthrough mod for that) but a 

general guideline which will help you progress in the story the way you like. 

 

How it works ? 

Relationship stats 

 

For each main girls, you will have a relationship status that can go from 0% to 100%. 

At the start of the game, you will have 50% with each girl. 

The girls have their own life as well and will progress in the story at the same time than you. 

The actions you will decide will earn you points, or lose point with the girls.  

What you will do with a girl in a specific event/lapse time, you won’t be able to do it with others. 

Therefore, do not expect to reach 100% with all girls in the same run, it won’t be possible. 

At midnight each day or at each end of update, you will have a status screen with your results. 

 

Choice selection 

 

You will get 2 types of choices selection menu : 

Normal Choices Menu (the majority of them) 

They will not have immediate consequences on your story, but they will influence a little bit the 

relationship points with the girls. Do not worry if you think you got 1 or 2 unsuitable results, it's the 

accumulation of them that will have consequences later.  

Important Choices Menu (you will get a warning). 

Those choices will change your story and can influence a lot your relationships. It is recommended to 

make a save during important choices if you wish to run different routes. 
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FAQ 

If I make one wrong choice for the girl I’m rooting for, am I screwed?  

No. There is tolerance for mistakes when it comes to normal choices menu.  

On the other side, the important choices menu is to be considered more carefully.  

 

If I select one important choice with a specific girl, I am forced to go for that girl all game ?  

Not at all.  You can mix the important choices, the game will be still interesting and quite complete, 

but that naturally will make your romance harder (not impossible though) as you will likely not get 

enough points for the best outcome for each girl.  

 

Can I make a Harem in this game ?  

No. However, you can seduce and have hot moments with several girls during the same run of play. 

That will be possible, but that can have negative consequences too, so you have to be careful.  

I will call this the playboy route, but it’s not Harem. Don’t expect the girls to close their eyes on that. 

 

Only 3 girls can be romanced, does that mean they are the only we can have a moment with ?  

No. You will meet other girls at some points of the game, but they won’t have a relationship score, 

and it is a likely to be a onetime thing only. It can have consequences on your actual romances.  

 

What about the kind of relationships I can find in this game ?  

Rion has already a BF at the time you start the game, if you decide to romance her it will be basically 

Netori as you will try to snatch her from her BF.  

 

On the other girls, it is a more classic relationship, even though it can go wild.  

There is no NTR possible with the girls that have > 50% relationship, which is easy to do. 

NTR is optional and avoidable. Choices leading to those will be indicated. 

 

Threesomes can happen. Harem cannot. It’s not the goal of the game. 

 

Please note that if you pursue one girl and go far with her, the other girls you ignored might have 

their own moment and their own story progression and possible romance.  

Is there some extreme unrealistic sex in the story ?  

Yes, there will be some unnatural fantastic scenes because of the story, that won’t be the majority 

though, you will have a lot of romantic/normal scenes too. 
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Guideline for v0.8 update 

 

=== DAY 1 === 

All the choices from the start of the game until lunch time at the riverside  

From the breakfast scene, you can figure out quite quickly that : 

Maddie is more the serious type and therefore such choices have a good chance of success with her 

(not always, but most of the time) 

Rion is more the funny type, and therefore such choices have a good chance of success with her.  

(not always, but most of the time) 

As for naughty options, it's a bit more of a gamble, it can work very well or it can fail. 

 

During lunch at the riverside  

Here it’s pretty logical, talk with the girl you want to have points with.  

Talking with Julian will award you a few points with both girls. 

 

In Nefertari temple with the priestess  

You will again have the option to talk to Rion, Maddie or Julian. 

It’s pretty tense between Rion and Julian 

Talk to Julian if you wish to patch up things. 

Talk to Rion if you wish to take advantage of the situation. 

Talk to Maddie if you don’t care and prefer to focus on Maddie. 

 

IMPORTANT CHOICE in the maze under Nefertari temple  

Your first game changing choice. Rion, Maddie and Julian will disagree on what to do. 

Rion and Maddie have opposite solutions and agreeing with one or the other will bring you a lot of 

points with that girl and a big event with her, but will make you lose many points with the other girl.  

 Agreeing with Julian will mean not siding with any of the girl. You will have later the chance again to 

join Maddie or Rion, but you will get less points from it, however you will also lose less points with 

the other girl, so it’s not necessarily a bad choice if you want to keep your chances open.  
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Anubis temple  

Maddie’s Anubis Road 

You will discover the hidden Anubis temple with Maddie and have a few events. You will avoid the 

trap and at some point you will have a little puzzle to solve with the anubis guards. 

You will have 5 options to chose from. In all cases you will be able to advance, the difference is that 

in one case, you will be the one to find the solution and gets some respect from Maddie.  

From there, you will have different outcomes depending on the points you have with Maddie. 

First, you will lend on top of her, and Hicham will discover both of you in a funny situation. 

If you have less than 60% with her, she will kick you out of shame and get out 

If you have more than 60% with her, you will have a nice dream (you can get a wild dream or a 

romantic one, your choice) and she will side with you when Hicham is bitching you 

Then, on the way back to the hotel, in the souk, 

If you have less than 70% with maddie, you will have an ending where she is not trusting you yet 

If you have more than 70% with her, you will have an ending where she is starting to trust you.  

 

Rion’s Anubis Road 

You will discover the hidden Anubis temple with Rion and have a few events. You will not avoid the 

trap and fall into the water. You will have to find another escape route. 

After a few events and logical choices, you will reach some shore outside the temple. From there, 

you have different outcomes depending on the points you have with Rion.  

If you have less than 60% with her, she will not want to stay too long resting on the big rock. 

If you have between 60 and 70% with her, she will want to stay more, and you will have a cute 

moment with her and a nice dream (you can get a wild dream or a romantic one, your choice). 

If you have more than 70% with her, she will want to stay more, she will accept to remove her top, 

and you will have a nice dream (you can get a wild dream or a romantic one, your choice).  

<< end of v0.1 >> 

 

Back to the hotel  

You will meet back the others at the hotel, and the discussion that will happen at the garden will 

depends a lot on your previous choices. You will get more or less explanation on the mystery but in 

every case, you will proceed smoothly to the next big event.  

If you have more than 70% with Maddie or Rion, you will have a chance to get to their room and see 

them just after their bath. 
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During the evening, at the bar 

First, you will meet the ladies nicely dressed. Depending on the girl you have more points with, they 

will react a bit differently to your compliments, and ask you to make a toast. Your choice of toast will 

also have different impact, but it’s pretty logical there.  

IMPORTANT CHOICE, who to spend the evening with ? 

Your second game changing choice. You will have a lot of options in total! It is a recommended to 

play a little bit with all possible choices before selecting your definitive choice as it will make a big 

step with some girls and also with the kind of relationship you could have.   

JOIN JULIAN AND ZAYA AT THE BAR  

Chose this option if you want to have a go at Zaya. This option is of course not well considered by 

both Rion and Maddie and you will lose points with them. You will have the option to help Julian 

seducing the waitress, just watch him having trouble, or snatch the waitress for yourself. 

First option will lead you to a little photography contest. From there you can get a lot of different 

outcomes, but in most of them you will be able to make out with Zaya, losing points with only Rion or 

Maddie (not with both like 3rd option). 

Second option will bounce you back to either Rion or Maddie, depending on who you have most 

points with. 

Third option is more straight forward, you know what to expect. The others girls will also guess what 

you are doing.  

JOIN RION AT THE TABLE  

This will lead to another IMPORTANT CHOICE, which will indicate the kind of relationship you might 

reach with Rion. 

You will discuss Julian and Rion relationship problems. If you don’t have enough points with Rion, she 

will say it’s not your business, and you will be forced to check what Maddie is doing. 

If you have more than 70 points with Rion, she will open up to you.  

From there you will be able to act in 3 different ways :  

- You can try to add fuel to Julian and Rion relationship, in hope she will turn back to you.  

If you have more than 75 points with Rion, you will have a romantic scene 

(Chose this option if you prefer a romance route with Rion) + 1 to romance level 

 

- You can propose to help Rion…in a sexual way. If you have more than 75 points with Rion, 

you will have a hot scene (Choosing this option will lead to possible threesome, NTR, sex 

friend relationship) + 1 to lust level 

-  

- You can propose to help Rion…in a friendly/funny way (this doesn’t close any route, but it 

doesn’t help you much either) 

 

Note that in the 2 first cases, Maddie will have a glimpse of it, and disapprove the fact you 

are cheating on Julian. 
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JOIN MADDIE AT THE JUKEBOX 

Maddie wants to dance, so what are you waiting for? 

You will have 5 songs to chose from. This is also an IMPORTANT CHOICE, as the outcome can be 

pretty good, pretty funny…or pretty bad! Have fun trying the options. 

"SOME WEIRD POP MUSIC, LET'S HAVE FUN": Maddie won’t like this, but Rion loves it, that will 

make you bounce to Rion and join her at the table later with some bonus points 

    "SOME CLASSIC ROCK, LET'S RISE THE DEADS": Maddie won’t like this, but Julian loves it, that 

will make you bounce to Julian and Zaya story at the bar 

    "SOME LATIN MUSIC, LET'S DANCE SALSA": Maddie will like this. If you have more than 70 

points with Maddie, you will be able to take the lead and you will have a flirty moment. You will 

be able to convince her to have a follow up in her room later.  

    "SOME SLOW JAZZY MUSIC, LET'S BE ROMANTIC": Maddie will like this. However, if you don’t 

have enough points with Maddie, she will just want to listen. If you have more than 70 points 

with Maddie, she will accept to dance a slow with you. If you have more than 75 points with 

Maddie, you will have a romantic scene. However, she will get quite emotional after and then 

run back to her room. Living you there with a very angry Rion that saw all the scene… You will 

have a chance to go to her room later, but Rion will be keeping an eye on you… 

    "SOME DISCO, LET'S BURN THE DANCEFLOOR": Maddie will like this…at the beginning only, lol. 

No bad consequences here, just a funny scene, but maybe you missed a chance to get further 

with Maddie. 

Later at night  

Depending on your actions at the bar, you will either go the jacuzzi with Zaya, go to Maddie’s 

room, or take a stroll outside before going back to your room.  

What happens in the jacuzzi is pretty easy to guess. The number of scenes with Zaya is different 

depending on how early you got there (the more straight forward you were). 

Joining Maddie’s room can happen in 2 manners (romantic / lust), but in both case you will need 

more than 80 points with Maddie to be able to get in there. Once inside her room, the more 

points you have with her, the sooner you can try to pin her (which can lead to NTR/sex friend 

route) +1 to lust level or avoid doing stupid things, and get to know more about her (better for 

romance route) + 1 to romance level 

Rion will return back to her room with Julian in every case, but their mood will be very different 

depending on what you did before. It is just a matter of time  

If nothing went well for you, you will take a walk at night in the hotel, and you will still get 

something cool, don’t worry.  

Very late at night, in your bed  

Enjoy the scene, a very important one for the story!  

<< end of v0.2 >> 
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=== DAY 2 === 

 

Morning in the Lobby of the hotel 

Depending on which girl you have more points with, it will be either Rion or Maddie, who will 

look for you. The scenes will be slightly different also depending on the number of points you 

have with the girls but the consequences will be the same, you will lose a lot of points with both 

girls due to your behavior. 

 

Morning in the Bus 

Depending on which girl you have more points with, it will be either Rion or Maddie who will 

come to sit with you on the bus and discuss what happened. The discussion will be quite 

different depending on the number of points you have with the girls and also depending on how 

much you had fun with Zaya. 

From there you will have an IMPORTANT CHOICE to decide with either Rion / Maddie. 

- You can tell her everything without hiding anything : 

The girl will appreciate your honesty but will be pretty upset hearing you had sex, even more 

if you had fun with Zaya in the jacuzzi, and even more if you had a lot of points with her (>70) 

which meant that you will hurt her feelings. It’s a bit risky in the short term as you can lose a 

bunch of points, but it could pay out in the long term, as you fully trusted her. 

 

- You can tell her the truth but avoid talking about the sex scene with Zaya : 

If you have more than 70% with the girl, you will lead the discussion towards the dreams you 

had in the Anubis temple and get some hint on what was her dream + some points.  

If you have less than 70%, the girl will have doubts on what you are saying, and maybe 

perceive that you are hiding some parts of the story. You will lose a few points but not too 

much compared to some other options. 

 

- You can lie to her and just tell a her some story to not involve her in that mess : 

You will give her a random explanation on what happened last night, you prefer to keep that 

for yourself and not involve the girls too much. The girl will have doubts on what you are 

saying, and maybe perceive that you are hiding some parts of the story, but they won’t insist. 

You will lose a few points but not too much compared to some other options. 

 

Noon, in the old town 

You can choose to have a talk with either Rion or Maddie during the walk toward the restaurant 

uphill. You will discuss the program of the day. You can earn a few points with some good 

choices.  
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Noon at the restaurant on the hill 

Just enjoy the cinematic and discover the new girl Nora. 

Afternoon, at the “harem” 

You will have the choice (or maybe not) to discuss with Nora. 

There will be 3 ways to engage the discussion and a few possibilities after: 

- If you chose to enter the pool, Nora will refuse to join, however you can join Tal and Neith 

there and have a little bit of flirt, and maybe more later. You can also decide to look for Rion 

or Maddie, instead of talking of Nora, which will allow you to keep your points with Rion / 

Maddie. 

 

- If you chose to drink a tea with Nora, you will be able to engage the conversation, know more 

about her, and get some points. After a while, you will be able to choose to look for Rion or 

Maddie, instead of going further of Nora, which will allow you to keep your points with Rion / 

Maddie. If you continued to talk with Nora, you will get more points with her but you will 

lose points with Rion or Maddie who will see that you two are getting awfully close. 

 

- If you chose to play senet with Nora, she will teach you the game and then play a game 

against you. You will have to select between a few moves. If your moves were wise, you get a 

few points with Nora. If your moves were stupid, you lose a few points with her. At some 

point you can try to cheat, but as you are bad at it, she will see it right away and laugh. 

Good luck beating her…You will probably have to endure her victory celebration. You will 

earn quite a lot of points with Nora with this event, however you will lose points with Rion or 

Maddie who will see that you are getting awfully close. 
<< end of v0.3 >> 

Afternoon, in Aswan 

Rion and Maddie will not agree on the program from the afternoon. IMPORTANT CHOICE  

If you choose Rion, you will visit the dam with her. Nora will join and guide you there. 

If you choose Maddie, you will go to the city to look for a jeep. Nora will join and try to help. 

 

Rion’s Aswan afternoon Road 

During the visit of the Dam, you will have a little problem Nora forgot to mention.  

At some point, you will have to either help Rion or Nora. In both case you will get out of the 

bad situation, but obviously you will get more points with the girl you helped. 

If you help Nora, try to be efficient and open the door before Rion arrives. 

After you escape, you will arrive to the orangery and be able to rest. You will get to know a 

little bit of Nora’s background and have a cute time with both girls.  

If you have more than 60pts with both girls, you will have a nice dream. 

Back at the hotel, you will learn that Julian and Maddie failed to find a Jeep. But Nora will 

have a solution for you. 
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Maddie’s Aswan afternoon Road 

You and Nora decided to help Maddie find a Jeep but it won’t be easy. At some point you will 

have to go to a dangerous area and have to choose between following Maddie or staying 

with Nora.  

 

Choosing Maddie will provide you some hot action with her and some bonus points. 

Recommended if you wish to romance Maddie. If you have more than 75pts with Maddie, it 

will get a little intimate and you will get an invitation for tonight. 

 

Choosing Nora will make you learn more about her background and give you some bonus 

points with her. Recommended if you wish to romance Nora. 

 

After the dangerous event, Nora will have another idea and then you will visit her former 

camp and family and learn a few things about her as well as a solution for tomorrow.  

 

 

Evening, at the “harem” 

You will assist to another extraordinary show of Nora. 

However, there will be a problem and Nora will be a danger.  

Look carefully on the screen, and chose the right time to jump if you wish to save her and get 

max points with Nora. 

Rion will appreciate that you jumped to try to save Nora. Even if you couldn’t catch her at the 

end. 

Maddie will appreciate the fact you saw the problem and tried to warn Nora. But she will not 

really approve if you jump.  

 

<< end of v0.3.5 >> 

 

Night, the investigation 

It’s straight forward, you can choose all options and once you got everything, you can move on.  

Note that you can get a midnight rendezvous with Tal by chance, so don’t miss it      . 
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Spending the second night with a girl 

TRY TO SPEND THE NIGHT WITH RION 

If you have less than 50 points with Rion, you will get a NTR scene where you can see Rion and Julian 

fucking in the toilets (can be skipped). After that, you will be able to look for other girls. 

If you have between 50 and 75 points with Rion, you won’t find her, so you will look for other girls. 

If you have more than 75 points, Rion will find you and jump you on the toilets. From there : 

- You can choose to fulfil Rion horny desires (+ 1 to lust level). You will get a few very intense scenes 

with Rion, some hints that she is not against a threesome with Nora (wink wink). After the scenes, 

you will have a critical moment where you almost get busted by her boyfriend (+ 1 to lust level). You 

thought you escaped it, but when you get out of the toilets, Maddie is waiting for you, having 

realized what you were doing. Although Maddie said she won’t tell Julian, Rion got emotional and 

decided to run back to her room. 

- Or you can choose to invite Rion to your room instead because you don’t want your first with her to 

happen in the toilets. She will finally accept but she will have to find a plan to not make Julian 

suspicious. Once done, she will knock to your door and jump on you on the bed for a cute sex scene. 

(+ 1 to romance level). 

After the sex, you can choose this moment to push Rion to quit Julian. (+ 1 to romance level).  Or you 

prefer to not put pressure on her yet as she could take it badly. (+ 1 to lust level). 

 

TRY TO SPEND THE NIGHT WITH MADDIE 

If you have less than 50 points with Maddie, you will get a NTR scene where you hear her fucking 

some guy in her room. You won’t know who is the guy. After, you will be able to look for other girls. 

If you have between 50 and 75 points with Maddie, you will knock to her door, but she will say she is 

busy with work and she doesn’t have time for you. So, you will look for other girls. 

If you have more than 75 points, Maddie will open the door but not let you enter. Instead, you will go 

to your room and have a pretty intense fucking session with her. 

- You can let her have the lead +1 to lust level, she will be a little bit dominatrix, but she will 

also perform some crazy stuff to you, it can be quite cool to let her manage. 

 

- Or you can try to take the lead +1 to romance level, to your surprise, she will show some 

signs of obedience that you thought were impossible from Maddie. 

 

After sex, you will have a serious talk, you can 

- try to push Maddie to reveal her real intentions and you will tell her your love, +1 to romance level 

- let it slide, the carnal relation with Maddie is enough for you, you don’t want complicated problems 

+1 to lust level, 
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TRY TO SPEND THE NIGHT WITH NORA 

Whatever the number of points you have with Nora, you will be allowed to enter her room. You will 

talk about the accident, your investigation, and you will have the possibility to suggest a culprit. 

Depending on your suggestion, Nora will trust you more or less, and ask you to stay with her. 

- DO NOT MAKE ANY ACCUSATIONS, YOU HAVE NO IDEA WHAT HAPPENED 

She will appreciate your honesty. If you have more than 70 points with Nora, she will trust you. 

- SUGGEST THAT SOMEONE FROM THE HOTEL STAFF MAY HAVE CUT HER RIBBON 

She will agree with your theory. If you have more than 65 points with Nora, she will trust you. 

- SUGGEST THAT HER DANCING PARTNERS, TAL OR NEITH, MAY HAVE CUT HER RIBBON 

She won’t really believe this theory but she will admit that there can a be a doubt with Neith. If you 

have more than 75 points with Nora, she will trust you. 

- SUGGEST THAT MADDIE MAY HAVE DAMAGED THE RIBBON 

She will be surprised that you are badmouthing one of your friends. She thinks you are telling BS so 

you will need more than 80 points with Nora to have her trusting you.  

- SUGGEST THAT NORA SELF DAMAGED HER OWN RIBBON ON PURPOSE 

She will be shocked and disappointed by that theory. She will tell you to go back to your room. You 

will have to look for other girls. 

If Nora decided to trust you, she will ask if she can sleep with you tonight as she is afraid to remain 

alone. Of course, you are going to say yes. 

Once in your room, you will have the possibility: 

- to take things slowly and focus on comforting her, and it might end up even better than 

expected       + 1 to romance level 

- to judge, from Nora’s sexy attire, that she came here for sex. You will try to have a go at her, 

a bit forcefully. She will let you have your way, but she will not like it and will return to her 

room after that. + 1 to lust level 
<< end of v0.4 >> 

MEETING TAL AT NIGHT 

Meeting Tal at 2am will mainly have consequences if you slept with Nora before, as she will spot you 

leaving the room and decide to follow you by curiosity. You will lose a bunch of points with her and 

she will know your secret if you decide to grab the stone while having sex with Tal. 

With Tal, you can choose the kind of scene you want with her, at some point you will have the 

possibility to use the stone on her and start the “evil/paranormal” route.  

If you don’t grab the stone, you will finish the sex scene in a normal way and go back to your room. 

If you went for deepthroat, grabbed the stone, but let her go + 1 evil point 

If you went for deepthroat, grabbed the stone, and didn’t let her go + 3 evil point 

If you went for doggystyle and grabbed the stone + 2 evil point 
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=== DAY 3 === 

In all cases where you had sex with Tal and grabbed the stone, on the morning, the director of the 

hotel will request you to come to his office because of Tal’s complaint.  

Then you will procced to the breakfast scene. 

Otherwise, you will proceed directly to the breakfast scene with Rion and Maddie. 

 

BREAKFAST AND FLASHBACK WITH RION AND MADDIE 

If you have any romance or lust points ongoing with Rion, you will have a flashback of her in 

Highschool. 

If you have any romance or lust points ongoing with Maddie, you will have a flashback of her in 

College. 

 

ACTION SCENE WITH NORA AT THE CITY CENTER 

For now, just follow and enjoy the scene and the surprise.  

<< end of v0.4.5 >> 

 

ON THE REAR OF THE PICK-UP WITH THE 3 GIRLS 

At some point, you will have to chose between siding with Nora or with Maddie 

Siding with Maddie will bring you to the continuation of the flashback dream in College, with some 

dream fantasies from the MC. Rion will side with Nora 

Siding with Nora will be appreciated by both Nora and Rion. You will get a nice scene with the 2 of 

them. 

 

ON THE BANDIT’S HIDEOUT 

You can check everyone in whatever order. When checking Rion, you can intervene (more points) or 

wait for Nora to intervene when she gets molested by some bandits (less points). 

Once the car is ready, you will have to decide who goes at the back as there is not enough room 

inside the car. 

You can choose any of the girls for which you have at least 80% 

If you don’t have enough points with any of the girls, select the last option, and the girl who has the 

higher score with you will join.  
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ON THE REAR OF THE PICKUP, ON THE DESERT, WITH MADDIE 

- PUSH HER TO CONTINUE THE STORY (need romance lvl with Maddie) (+1 to romance level) 

 

- CHANGE SUBJECT AND ASK ABOUT THE MYSTERY (+1 to lust level) 

o You get some questions about Egypt, if you listened to her in previous episodes, it 

should be easy       

 

 

ON THE REAR OF THE PICKUP, ON THE DESERT, WITH RION 

- A PENNY FOR YOUR THOUGHTS  

Select this if you are more interested about the romance aspect of Rion. 

o GO DOWN ON HER LAP => (+ 1 to lust level) Cunnilingus 

o GRAB RION AND KISS HER => (+ 1 to romance level) Kiss and discussion about Nora 

▪ NORA IS GREAT. BUT YOU ARE THE ONLY ONE I LOVE 

(+ 1 to romance level), but close the 3some route with Nora&Rion 

▪ NORA IS GREAT, BEAUTIFUL AND SEXY. IT'S HARD TO NOT LOVE HER (only if 

score with Nora > 80%) you open a 3some possibility (+ 1 to Rion&Nora), 

 

- A PENIS FOR YOUR THOUGHTS 

Select this if you are more interested about the lust side of Rion. 

o NO, I'M NOT. I'LL SHOW YOU (+ 1 to lust level) Cunnilingus 

o IF YOU'RE SO BRAVE, SHOW ME (Need Lust lvl with Rion) (+ 1 to lust level) Blowjob 

 

 

ON THE REAR OF THE PICKUP, ON THE DESERT, WITH NORA 

- ASK HER MOTIVES FOR HELPING US TO THAT EXTEND 

If you have lust level with Nora : 

o I'M SORRY. I SHOULDN'T HAVE DONE THAT => + 1 to lust level and a dream scene 

o I SAW YOUR TACTICS. (Need evil points) => + 1 evil point and an evil dream scene 

If you used the stone with Tal => + 1 evil point and an evil dream scene 

If you didn’t use the stone with Tal: + 1 to romance level and a romantic dream scene 

- TALK ABOUT LAST NIGHT AND HOW SHE SEES OUR RELATION (Need romance with Nora) 

o If you had sex with Tal and used the stone: + 1 evil point and an evil dream scene 

o If you had sex with Tal but did not use the stone: + 1 to lust level and a dream scene 

o If you didn’t have sex with Tal: + 2 to romance level and a romantic dream scene 

 

<< end of v0.5 >> 
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CYNOPOLIS, HARDAI TEMPLE 

Just follow and discover the (abandoned?) temple.  

When Rion STARTS A RACE, chose your party to earn points with that girl. 

At the end of the race, you will have the option to climb the wall with Maddie or go trough that hole 

with Rion.  

- FOLLOW RION AND CRAWL INTO THAT HOLE. 

You will lose points with Maddie. Then you have to choose whether you go first or let Rion enters 

first. While Rion will find it more gallant to let her go first, Nora will suspect you just want to watch 

Rion’s butt and will not like the second option. 

- FOLLOW MADDIE AND CLIMB THE WALL. 

You will lose points with Rion. Then you have to choose whether you help Maddie or not. While 

Maddie appreciates the help, Nora will suspect you did that for perverted reasons and will not accept 

any help after. If you didn’t help Maddie, Nora will accept your help.  

 

CYNOPOLIS, ANUBIS ROTUNDA 

Finally, you arrive to some kind of Rotunda with the Anubis statues you were looking for. 

At some points, Rion will make jokes on Anubis potential dick, which will excite your imagination. 

From there you have the choice to see an optional NTRish dream with the 3 girls playing with Anubis 

dicks, or to skip and continue the adventure. 

During that time, you see a scene of what happens to Julian. 

You and the 3 girls are trying a lot of options with the statues, but none of them seems to work. 

At some point, there will be 2 suggestions:  

Maddie wants to continue moving the statues. Nora wants to climb to the top of the pillar 

 

CYNOPOLIS, ANUBIS ROTUNDA PUZZLE, NORA’S OPTION 

- NORA WANTS TO CLIMB TO THE TOP OF THAT PILLAR AND CHECK THAT ANKH ON THE TOP 

Nora pretends she is able to climb that pillar, but Rion won’t let her climb without a safety rope. 

Maddie has a rope in her bag, but it’s in the Jeep.  

o GO BACK WITH RION TO THE JEEP IN ORDER TO BRING BACK THAT ROPE 

If you have lust or romance level with Rion: + 1 to lust level and a hot scene in the Jeep 
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o STAY WITH NORA AND LET MADDIE AND RION GET THAT ROPE IN THE JEEP 

If you have romance level with Nora: + 1 to romance level and a passionate scene 

If you have lust level with Nora: + 1 to lust level and a hot acrobatic scene 

If you have evil points, you can have an XXL variation of that scene 

Once everyone gathered with the rope, you attach Nora and hold her safe while she is 

reaching the top of the pillar. She will rotate the ankh, and the pillar will slowly go down, 

leaving the place to some kind of opening. During that time, Julian is having some kind of fun 

 

CYNOPOLIS, ANUBIS ROTUNDA PUZZLE, MADDIE’S OPTION 

 

- MADDIE WANTS TO KEEP TRYING TO FIND THE RIGHT COMBO WITH THE ANUBIS STATUES 

You will continue moving the statues and hitting the pillar with the Anubis guards. At some 

point the pillar will collapse and let place to some kind of hole. It seems deep, so you need a 

rope to go down into that hole. Maddie has a rope in her bag, but it’s in the Jeep. 

 

o GO BACK WITH RION TO THE JEEP IN ORDER TO BRING BACK THAT ROPE 

 

If you have lust level with Rion: + 1 to lust level and a hot scene in the Jeep 

 

o STAY WITH MADDIE AND LET NORA AND RION GET THAT ROPE IN THE JEEP 

 

If you have lust or romance level with Maddie +1 to lust level and a hot scene in the rotunda 

During that time, Nora and Rion will have some fun in the jeep, optional LESBIAN scene (+ 1 

to Rion&Nora) only if you watch the scene 

Once everyone gathered with the rope, you can finally enter the hole and explore downstairs. During 

that time, Julian is having some kind of fun…or maybe not. 

 

CYNOPOLIS, SECRET BURRIED TEMPLE, ARRIVAL 

 

You decide to go down first into that hole, and you arrive to a room where you see the mysterious 

priestess taking a bath. << end of v0.5.5 >> 

- LIE TO THE GIRLS AND TELL THEM THERE IS NOTHING DOWNSTAIRS  

The other girls will not come with you, and the priestess will make the rope disappear 

 

- TELL THE GIRLS TO COME DOWN AS WELL 

The girl you have more romance points with, will be the first to get down and join you. 

However, the priestess will make the rope disappear before a second girl can come. 

 

If you don’t have romance points with any girls, the priestess will make the rope disappear 

before any of the girl have time to join you 

 

- CLIMB BACK TO THE SURFACE ASAP, IT’S DANGEROUS 

The priestess won’t let you, and will make the rope disappear 
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CYNOPOLIS, SECRET BURRIED TEMPLE, ALONE WITH THE PRIESTESS 

If you decide to follow the priestess, you get + 1 evil point 

You can choose/guess her name, it will change the dialogues and the amount of information 

she will give you, but all answers can work.  

If you let the stone control you, you get + 1 evil points  

If evil points >= 5 , you can punish her and get  + 1 evil points 

 

CYNOPOLIS, SECRET BURRIED TEMPLE, WITH MADDIE 

The priestess will try to seduce you, but Maddie will not let that happen and get in the way. 

The priestess will smile and leave you without answers.  

You will have a very romantic scene with Maddie in the pool. 

+1 to romance level 

 

CYNOPOLIS, SECRET BURRIED TEMPLE, WITH RION 

The priestess will try to seduce you, but Rion will not let that happen and get in the way. The 

priestess will smile and leave you without answers.  

You will have a very romantic scene with Rion in the pool. 

+ 1 to romance level 

 

CYNOPOLIS, SECRET BURRIED TEMPLE, WITH NORA 

The priestess will try to seduce you, but Nora will not let that happen and get in the way. The 

priestess will smile and leave you without answers.  

You will have a very romantic scene with Nora in the pool. 

+ 1 to romance level 
 

When meeting the masked lady on the roof, you can choose/guess her name, it will change 

the dialogues and the amount of information she will give you, but all answers can work.  
<< end of v0.6 >> 

 

OASIS, VOLLEY BALL GAME 

- KEEP ATTACKING ON RION'S AREA. 

You will completely lose the game but win some relationship points with Maddie and Rion 

- KEEP ATTACKING ON NORA'S AREA. 

ATTACK ON MADDIE'S AREA 

You will win the game on the money time, and you will impress Maddie  

+1 to Maddie lust 

ATTACK ON NORA'S AREA 

You will lose the game on the money time, and Rion will be proud of Nora  

+ 1 to Rion lust  + 1 to Rionora 

 

OASIS, CAMPFIRE 

If you have romance point with any of the girl, you can convince her to perform a song for 

the group. Otherwise, you will play guitar by yourself. 
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OASIS, NIGHT, IN THE TENT (the scene will depend on the conditions in grey) 

if n_lust >= 2   

    Nora will try to steal the stone from you. You will punish her but lose her romance & relation pts 

+ 1 to Nora lust // Nora romance = 0 // Nora % = 0      + 1 evil points   Nora_punished = True 

 

if rionora >= 2 and rion_romance + rion_lust >= 4 or have enough points with both nora and rion 

Rion_Breakup = True  And when asked if you want to do a 3some 

   - I COULDN'T ASK FOR A BETTER IDEA, LET'S MAKE IT HAPPEN. 

Threesome scene &  + 1 to Rion lust  & + 1 to Nora romance 

 

- AS TEMPTING AS IT IS, I'M A MAN OF ONE GIRL, AND THAT GIRL IS RION.  

(Need 2pts of romance with Rion) 

Rion romantic sex scene + 1 to Rion romance   

If lust >= 3 or romance >= 5, you can continue with a wilder sex scene + 1 to Rion lust   

 

- AS TEMPTING AS IT IS, I'M A MAN OF ONE GIRL, AND THAT GIRL IS NORA.  

(Need 2pts of romance with Nora)  

 Rion and Nora lesbian scene 

 

if Rion has the most points (at least 4 in total) 

Rion_Breakup = True  Rion romantic sex scene + 1 to Rion romance   

If lust > 3 or romance > 5, you can continue with a wilder sex scene + 1 to Rion lust   

 

if Maddie has the most points (at least 4 in total) 

    Maddie lust athletic sex scene +1 to Maddie lust 

If romance >= 4, you can continue the scene +1 to Maddie romance 

 

if Nora has the most points (at least 4 in romance)  

Nora romantic sex scene + 1 to Nora romance 

 

 

Otherwise, you will sleep alone and nothing happens (at least not sex^^) 

 

You wake up next morning with a bad surprise whatever the road. 

 

<< end of v0.7 >> 
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=== DAY 4 === 

From here, there are so many possibilities that I will only indicate what is advised to do to get 

the different paths. 

 

RION’S ROMANCE ROUTE 

Needs Rion_Breakup = True 

Needs Rion’s Romance higher than Lust 

Needs evil points <= 1 

Choose Bellydance option 

Choose to encourage her 

 

RION’S LUST/CORRUPTED ROUTE 

Needs Rion_Breakup = True 

Needs Rion’s Lust >= 5 

Choose GangBang option (NTR), you get Rion_gangbang = True 

Choose to watch the BJ and to watch her GB to increase Rion’s Lust 

If she still wants to be fucked at the end, you are on that path, you get Rion_depraved = True 

 

RION’S EVIL ROUTE 

Needs Rion_Breakup = True 

Needs evil points >= 2 

Choose GangBang option (NTR), you get Rion_gangbang = True 

Choose to fuck some other girl while she gets her GB to increase evil points 

If she hates you at the end, you are on that path 

 

 

MADDIE’S ROMANCE/LUST ROUTE 

Need to have spent the night with Maddie in the Oasis. You can also manage to follow that 

route if you slept with Nora or Alone, but it will be harder. 

Choose to believe in Maddie 

Choose to tell her everything if you have high romance or lust >= 4 

Choose to stay vague, if you have low romance or lust <= 3 

Choose to not shoot 

Choose to remain hidden with Maddie 

 

 

NORA’S ROMANCE ROUTE 

Need to have spent the night with Nora in a romantic way in the Oasis. You can also 

manage to follow that route if you slept with Maddie or Alone, but it will be harder. 

Choose to believe in Nora 

Choose to not tell anything important to Maddie 

Choose to not shoot 

Choose to call Nora when you see her 
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EVIL ROUTE 

Needs Nora_punished = True 

Needs evil points >= 4 

Choose to shoot/kill the guards 

 

 

UNDECIDED ROUTE 

Mostly happens if you shared your points with several girls, or let Nora and Rion have a 

lesbian scene and slept alone, or if you try to switch routes between Nora and Maddie during 

the quad travel, or if you have little evil points but trying not to go full evil.  

This route is not necessarily worthless, it can lead to something unique. 

 

 

BAD ENDINGS 

 

With Rion, If you turn your back and try to flee from the suspicious factory 

 

With Maddie, If you try to shoot/attack guards when not having enough evil points 

 

With Maddie, If you try to headshot with the sniper and miss it 

 

 

 

<< end of v0.8 >> 

 


